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Abstract. The eXtensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL) has
standardised consolidated financial reporting and through its machine
readable format facilitates access to and consumption of financial fig-
ures contained within the report. Formalising XBRL as RDF facilitates
the leveraging of XBRL with Open Financial Data. Previous XBRL to
Semantic Web transformations have however concentrated on making
the semantics of its logical model explicit to the exclusion of accounting
regulatory validation rules and constraints found within the XBRL calcu-
lation linkbases. Using off-the-shelf Semantic Web technologies this paper
investigates the use of the SPARQL Inferencing Notation (SPIN) with
RDF to formalise these accounting regulations found across XBRL juris-
dictional taxonomies. Moving beyond previous RDF to XBRL transfor-
mations we investigate how SPIN enhanced formalisation enables financial
instrument fact inferencing and sophisticated consistency checking. SPIN
formalisations are further used to evaluate the correctness of reported
financial data against the calculation requirements imposed by account-
ing regulation. Our approach illustrated through the use of use case
demonstrators outlines that SPIN usage meets central requirements for
financial constraint regulatory modelling.

1 Introduction

XBRL has seen steady adoption due to its role as the required reporting format
by regulatory authorities such as the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC)1 and the Committee of European Banking Supervisors2, for consolidated
financial filings and general business reporting. XBRLs3 adoption has enhanced
accessibility and availability of standardised financial reporting but interoper-
ability with other standards such as RDF for linked data remain at early stages
of realisation. Enhanced interoperability between multiple financial sources can
be facilitated through the adoption of standard data representation formalisms
1 See http://xbrl.sec.gov/.
2 COmmon REPorting Framework, http://www.eba.europa.eu/Supervisory-Repor

ting/COREP.aspx/.
3 XBRL V2.1 Taxonomy Specification http://www.xbrl.org/SpecRecommendations/.
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but dependence on manual intervention directly impacts accuracy and timely
analysis of financial reports [10].

XBRL, an XML-serialised format defines financial concepts and their relat-
ions based on jurisdictional Generally Accepted Accounting Practises or GAAPs.
Relations, termed roles, define semantic views and include financial instrument
calculation rules based on specific GAAPs. For example the value of financial
instrument Assets is derived in part (calculated) from the summation of Current
assets and Non-current assets found in the XBRL calculation linkbase4, in addi-
tion to more complex accounting rules defined in the XBRL formula linkbases.

Attempts to make XBRL interoperable with other Web based information
through the automated conversion of XBRL taxonomies and instances to their
RDF [13] or OWL [1,3,6,9,15] equivalent representations have received interest
in recent years. Financial statement contained within XBRL formatted financial
reports are adequately transformed, but semantics inherent within the calcula-
tion and formula rule constraints have yet to be addressed as part of the formal-
isation activity [9]. Modelling these rule relationships remains important as they
can be used directly to both assist hierarchical modelling and data validation.
The rules themselves represent jurisdiction specific reporting requirements for
financial instrument calculation and their verification an opportunity to assess
the level of accounting standard conformance.

In the paper we present an approach to formalising XBRL calculation rule
semantics as part of an XBRL to RDF transformation. Regulatory requirement
are semantically modelled using SPIN5, a de-facto industry standard used to rep-
resents SPARQL rules and constraints for Semantic Web models. SPIN is sup-
ported by the TopBraid Composer6 technology offering, standardisation efforts
are in progress and an open-source Java API exists7. Resulting representation
are used to conduct initial experiments on the inferencing of financial instrument
values and consistency checking of financial instrument reported values without
the overhead of having to customised existing XBRL software. The experiments
seek to establish whether the SPIN vocabulary developed specifically for rule
representation, captures the intended semantics of accounting regulations in a
transparent and intuitive manner.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides a
fundamental grounding in XBRL financial reporting using XBRL taxonomies
Sect. 2.1, Semantic Web representation formalisms Sect. 2.2 and SPIN Sect. 2.3.
Section 2.2 within an XBRL context looks at (i) existing work on XBRL to RDF
transformation and (ii) the wider use of SPARQL for business information query-
ing. Section 2.3 positions our efforts as relating to Garćıa and Gil [6] and Bao
et al. [1]. Section 3 looks at XBRL to RDF transformations. The overall approach

4 Allow the combination of concept labels and references and relationship definition
between concepts. The calculation linkbase defines basic taxonomy validation rules
applicable to taxonomy instances.

5 Specification at http://www.spinrdf.org/.
6 See http://topquadrant.com/products/TB Suite.html.
7 Refer to http://www.spinrdf.org/faq.html for further detail.

http://www.spinrdf.org/
http://topquadrant.com/products/TB_Suite.html
http://www.spinrdf.org/faq.html
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taken to RDF/OWL transformation is introduced in Sect. 3.1 with emphasis
on the formalisation of XBRL calculations as SPIN rule constraints (Sect. 3.2),
and the resulting representational use in inferring financial instrument values
(Sect. 3.3), to determine regulatory accounting standard rule conformance. The
experiments Sect. 4 reports on initial investigations into inferring these financial
instrument values (Sect. 4.1) and their consistence checking (Sect. 4.2). Discus-
sion on experimental results along with the SPARQL-based SPIN approach to
generally available rule-based approaches is presented in Sect. 4.3 along with
conclusions and future work in Sect. 5.

2 Background and Related Work

This section first introduces XBRL model fundamentals and GAAP taxon-
omy use within consolidated financial reporting (Sect. 2.1) to provide an under-
standing of wider XBRL use and utility. Previous efforts that addressed XBRL
transformation into Semantic Web representations equivalent are discussed in
(Sect. 2.2) and introduction to SPIN fundamentals given in Sect. 2.3. The use of
SPARQL for business-related modelling issues is also mentioned.

2.1 XBRL Financial Reporting Fundamentals

XBRL standardises financial reporting and with its machine-interpretable for-
mat makes corporate reports easier to consume and integrate. It removes depen-
dency on proprietary formats usage in financial filings and level of manual effort
required for report preparation and compilation [7]. With regards to financial
information, XBRL increased cross-company interoperability, figures compari-
son and more wider its transparency. XBRL has also been adopted outside of
the financial domain for use as a generalised reporting format by the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI) to report on sustainability issues8.

XBRL has as central the notion of taxonomies that describe core concepts use
in particular reporting situations such as the International Financial Reporting
Standard (IFRS) or jurisdictional GAAPs, and instance documents that repre-
sent financial report content (refer to Fig. 1). Instance documents provide finan-
cial instrument facts such as the concept monetary value and units. Facts have
links to a reporting context that additionally specify entities (termed dimensions
by XBRL) such as reporting company and time period to which the report con-
tents are relevant for. The example (1), extracted from the 2009 SAP annual
report, states that reporting period ending 31-12-2009, Cash and cash equiva-
lents of e1.88 billion were reported. The example also illustrates how values in
an instance document are linked through their context reference (contextRef) to
the taxonomy monetary concept Cash and cash equivalents, which has a debit
cash balance.

8 Further details found at https://www.globalreporting.org/.

https://www.globalreporting.org/
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Fig. 1. High-level model of XBRL by Charles Hoffman (http://xbrl.squarespace.com)

(1) <context id="FYp0Qp0e">

<entity>

<identifier scheme="http://www.sec.gov/CIK">0000943042</identifier>

</entity>

<period>

<instant>2009-12-31</instant>

</period>

</context>

...

<ifrs:CashAndCashEquivalents contextRef="FYp0Qp0e" decimals="-6"

unitRef="EUR">1884000000</ifrs:CashAndCashEquivalents>

XBRL also allows companies add their own specific taxonomy extensions to
facilitate situations where reported value are not covered or their calculation
deviates from standard vocabularies. SAP for example to report on Software
revenue, a concept not defined in the IFRS taxonomy, first added a custom
extension to the taxonomy before adding the financial instrument facts to the
instance document. Each taxonomy concept is linked to a set of XLink linkbases9

(referred to as resource and relation networks in the figure). These specify labels
for the concepts, in addition to how concept values should be presented and
displayed across differing statement types.

9 e.g. the U.S. 2009 GAAP taxonomy contains 450 linkbases.

http://xbrl.squarespace.com
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For example, the IFRS10 Statement of financial position, current/non-current
specifies that the concept Assets be hierarchically displayed above Non-current
assets and Current assets in the consolidated filing, whereas Statement of finan-
cial position, order of liquidity hierarchically places Assets above a different
financial instrument – Property, plant and equipment, Investment property. Such
relationships within XBRL are defined using XML Linking Language (XLink:11.)
arcs and extended links, which can in turn be used to group and link any num-
ber of additional arcs to other resources. XBRL presentation linkbase responsible
for specifying the report presentation specify how the concepts are linked using
parent-child arcs, and that some set of presentation arcs are associated with a
particular accounting standard using an extended link role.

Our investigations focus on the modelling of an XBRL calculation arc taken
from the calculation linkbase of the IFRS taxonomy. The XBRL formula linkbase
is considered outside current research scope and notes as future work. The calcu-
lation linkbases itself specifies how the IFRS accounting standard defines concept
value calculations (Sects. 3.2). Example (2) below outlines such an XBRL cal-
culation arc representation extracted from the calculation linkbase of the IFRS
taxonomy used by SAP.

(2) <loc xlink:type="locator" xlink:label="ifrs_CashAndCashEquivalents"

xlink:href="http://xbrl.iasb.org/taxonomy/2009-04-01/

ifrs-cor_2009-04-01.xsd#ifrs_CashAndCashEquivalents" />

<calculationArc xlink:type="arc"

xlink:arcrole="http://www.xbrl.org/2003/arcrole/summation-item"

xlink:from="ifrs_CurrentAssets"

xlink:to="ifrs_CashAndCashEquivalents" order="1" weight="1" />

The concept CurrentAssets is linked through the arc-role to CashAndCashE-
quivalents through a summationitem relation. Although an arc weight of 1 indi-
cates that concept values be summed and conversely a value of −1 that they be
subtracted, XBRL calculation links currently only cater for financial item sum-
mation. As calculation arc representation should form part of the wider XBRL
to RDF transformation we look at previous converter tools and approaches that
automate the conversion of XBRL taxonomies and instances to their RDF equiv-
alents.

2.2 Semantic Web Representation of XBRL

Ontologies and Financial Data. – out in conclusion

XBRL to Semantic Web Transformation. Bao et al. [1] represents the most
current work on XBRL transformation to a Semantic Web standard. Implicit
XBRL semantics that concentrate on linkbase are preserved ([1], p. 144) and

10 http://www.ifrs.org/XBRL/IFRS+Taxonomy/IFRS+Taxonomy+2011/IFRS+
Taxonomy+2011.htm.

11 http://www.w3.org/TR/xlink/.

http://www.ifrs.org/XBRL/IFRS+Taxonomy/IFRS+Taxonomy+2011/IFRS+Taxonomy+2011.htm
http://www.ifrs.org/XBRL/IFRS+Taxonomy/IFRS+Taxonomy+2011/IFRS+Taxonomy+2011.htm
http://www.w3.org/TR/xlink/
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Fig. 2. US GAAP Presentation Hierarchy Extract [11]

an OWL-based model generated. Extended link roles are however considered
“non-semantic” and omitted from transformation consideration. These link roles
(Sect. 2.1) are used within XBRL linkbases to limit assertion scope, for exam-
ple to a particular type of statement, making arcs globally applicable. The Bao
et al. [1] method for linkbase arc representation also holds as the basic assump-
tion that the interpretations of an arc is consistent between respective concept
instances that it links. This usage deviates from the XBRL specification which
only notes that arcs relate “one XBRL concept to one other XBRL concept”12.
The assumption holds in situations where concepts have accompanying instances
with values but XBRL also exhibits variation between what an instance docu-
ment discloses and the taxonomy provides as hierarchy as illustrated by Fig. 2. The
semantic hierarchy for us-gaap:FeesAndCommissions is established across presen-
tation and calculation linkbases. Presentation details the parent-child relation-
ships of OperatingIncomeLossAbstract, GrossProfitAbstract, RevenuesAbstract
and FeesAndCommissionsAbstract. FeesAndCommissionsAbstract in turn has a
parent-child relationship with financial instruments FeesAndCommissions, Fees-
AndCommissionsFiduciaryAndTrustActivities, InsuranceCommissionsAndFees
and FeesAndCommissionsOther. The FeesAndCommissionsAbstract concept has
no accompanying instance. Querying the calculation linkbase for FeesAndCom-
missions establishes thats its instance value as such is in fact derived fromFeesAnd-
CommissionsFiduciaryAndTrustActivities and InsuranceCommissionsAndFees.
Transitive closure assessment of allowable calculationswould determinewhat pairs
exist andmake querying straightforward.Although related throughparent-child
arcs, it is not clear now how [1] caters for these cases.

Bao et al. approach does not “mechanically” preserve XBRL structural prop-
erties while other approaches by Raggett [13], Declerck and Krieger [3] and
Garćıa and Gil [6] do. Our approach also preserves XBRL structural information

12 http://www.xbrl.org/Specification/XBRL-RECOMMENDATION-2003-12-31+
Corrected-Errata-2008-07-02.htm# 3.5.3.9.

http://www.xbrl.org/Specification/XBRL-RECOMMENDATION-2003-12-31+Corrected-Errata-2008-07-02.htm{#}_3.5.3.9
http://www.xbrl.org/Specification/XBRL-RECOMMENDATION-2003-12-31+Corrected-Errata-2008-07-02.htm{#}_3.5.3.9
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but adds further interpretation to specifically address the lack of mathematical
relationship modelling inherent in Semantic Web vocabularies [9].

SPARQL usage in business information querying. Fürber and Hepp [5] pro-
pose the use of SPARQL for detection of data quality problems, SPIN to model
consistency constraints and the TopBraid Composer to detect constraint incon-
sistencies. We note the usefulness of their approach to XBRL data and leverage
it for SPIN constraint specification, extending it to cater for constraint checking
on data which has been inferred through iterative rule application.

2.3 SPIN Fundamentals

The SPARQL Inferencing Notation (SPIN) has as its origin the necessity to
perform constraints checking with closed-world semantics (cf. Sect. 4.3) and cal-
culations on property values, a task largely unsupported in current Semantic
Web formalisms [9,11,16]. SPIN allows SPARQL rules and constraints definition
on Semantic Web models”13. By attaching SPARQL queries to resources using
RDF properties spin:rule, spin:constraint, and superproperty spin:query.
spin:rule accepts SPARQL CONSTRUCT queries as value and using state-
ments in the queries WHERE clause new triples can be inferred. Basic example
are provided in (3) with SPIN representation in (4).

(3) CONSTRUCT { ?this a ?c2 . }

WHERE { ?c1 rdfs:subClassOf ?c2 .

?this a ?c1 . }
(4) [ a sp:Construct ; sp:templates ([ sp:subject spin:_this ;

sp:predicate rdf:type ;

sp:object _:b1 ])

sp:where ([ sp:subject _:b3 ;

sp:predicate rdfs:subClassOf ;

sp:object _:b1

] [ sp:subject spin:_this ;

sp:predicate rdf:type ;

sp:object _:b3 ]) ]

The example, based on that available from TopBraid’s SPIN website14, for-
malises the semantics of rdfs:subClassOf and illustrate variable use. In SPIN
the variable ?this refers to the resource spin: this, whereas generally in a
SPARQL query variables is mapped to blank nodes. The variable refers to
an instance of the class to which the rule has been attached. If the rule in
Example (3) was attached to owl:Thing, it would be applied to every instance
of owl:Thing satisfying the WHERE clause statements. Using SPARQL ASK
queries the spin:constraint property can be used to model consistency con-
straints as an evaluation to true indicates a constraints violation for the respec-
tive instance. Finally, the general property spin:query can be used to attach
SPARQL queries to RDF resources (i.e. also SELECT queries).
13 See http://www.spinrdf.org.
14 http://topbraid.org/spin/owlrl-all.html.

http://www.spinrdf.org
http://topbraid.org/spin/owlrl-all.html
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Fig. 3. Structural representation of the calculation of ifrs:CurrentAssets (generated
with OntoGraf Protégé)

The queries CONSTRUCT and ASK, detailed in Sect. 3, are primarily used
to capture the intended semantics of accounting regulations. In addition to stan-
dard SPARQL operators like UNION, OPTIONAL and FILTER, SPIN supports
SPARQL extensions such as the ARQ keyword LET15, which allows variables
value assignment as well as custom function definition.

3 XBRL Transformation to RDF

This section discusses the conversion of XBRL to RDF focusing on the SPIN-
based representation of accounting regulations. After a brief introduction to
the general underlying ideas in Sect. 3.1 the representation of calculation rules
(Sect. 3.2) and consistency constraints used (Sect. 3.3) to transform the account-
ing regulations from XBRL to RDF are discussed.

3.1 Rule Generation Approach

Our approach like Bao et al. adheres to an XBRL “logical model” representation
that preserves structural information from the original data [1]. The resulting
RDF representation is interoperable with Open Linked Data sources, supports
inferencing, allows consistency checking, and the model itself can be queried
allowing investigations such as; what is the hierarchy for the “Assets” within
“Statement of financial position”)? Figure 3 outlines the structural representa-
tion of the ifrs:CurrentAssets calculation. The ifrs:CurrentAssets instance

15 For example http://jena.sourceforge.net/ARQ/assignment.html.

http://jena.sourceforge.net/ARQ/assignment.html
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ifrs:CurrentAssets cal 1 is linked to a Calculation class instance (bottom
left), in addition to other instances, all of which form part of the calculation.
Each instances represents an XBRL calculation arc reification with weight and
order attributes as values of datatype property statements.

In addition, we include XBRL links between concepts as direct triple links,
which enables the result to be easily queried using SPARQL. This leads to an
issue in OWL as we indicate these concepts to be classes, hence under OWL2
DL this leads to punning, that is referring to a class or property also as an
individual. This practise is widely used [8] and often, as here, this punning is
more practical than modelling complex formal axioms.

3.2 SPIN Rules for XBRL Calculations

In order to model the regulatory calculation of monetary concepts in a Semantic
Web compliant way, SPIN rules based on the data contained in XBRL calcula-
tion linkbases were generated. Specifically calculation arcs such as those shown
in example (2), are converted into their SPIN representation (below), which
represents the calculation of ifrs:CurrentAssets.

(5) CONSTRUCT { ?this xbrlrdf:calculatedValue ?cvalue . }

WHERE { ?this xbrli:contextRef ?context; xbrli:unitRef ?unit .

?x0 a ifrs:CurrentTaxAssets ;

xbrli:contextRef ?context; xbrli:unitRef ?unit;

xbrlrdf:calculatedValue ?cv0 .

?x1 a ifrs:OtherCurrentNonfinancialAssets ;

xbrli:contextRef ?context; xbrli:unitRef ?unit;

xbrlrdf:calculatedValue ?cv1 .

?x2 a ifrs:TradeAndOtherCurrentReceivables ;

xbrli:contextRef ?context; xbrli:unitRef ?unit;

xbrlrdf:calculatedValue ?cv2 .

?x3 a ifrs:OtherCurrentFinancialAssets ;

xbrli:contextRef ?context; xbrli:unitRef ?unit;

xbrlrdf:calculatedValue ?cv3 .

?x4 a ifrs:CashAndCashEquivalents ;

xbrli:contextRef ?context; xbrli:unitRef ?unit;

xbrlrdf:calculatedValue ?cv4 .

LET (?cvalue := 1.0 * ?cv0 + 1.0 * ?cv1 + 1.0 * ?cv2 +

1.0 * ?cv3 + 1.0 * ?cv4 ) . }

Each of the graph patterns in the query represents one calculation arc. Ref-
erences to URIs for the context and units, ensure that the values of relevant
instances are only taken into account. This excludes cases where a particular
value refers to different entities or different segments of the same entity, as well
as cases in which values are reported for different time periods. This is a normal
occurrence as financial statements generally contain figures for both the current
and preceding reporting periods. Finally, the LET clause specifies how the values
of the individual concept instances should be combined. For accounting rules,
this is limited to summation and subtraction. XBRL provides a single arc role
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summation-item for this purpose, and uses the value of the weight attribute –
either 1 or −1 (example (2) above) – to indicate whether the value of a particular
concept should be added or subtracted. For further more complex calculations
possible using SPIN we refer the reader to the SPIN vocabulary specification16.

The example illustrates how rules can make use of previously calculated
values to calculate further values. This allows value calculation for composite
monetary concepts (i.e. those whose values are calculated on the basis of the
values of other concepts) by specifying values for atomic concepts and then
applying the rules iteratively (see Sect. 4.1 for more details).

Moreover, it should be noted that in our RDF representation, rules are
not modelled as blank nodes, but instead carry a URI. This has the benefit
of enabling other instances to dereference the rules, allowing a particular cal-
culation rule be reused across different financial reports of the same accounting
standard. It also further allows attachment of additional properties to a rule and
a reference to the type of financial statement to which the rule applies. There-
fore, in addition to the actual rule, the instance representing the rule in (5) is
the subject of a triple relating it to the URI representing SAP’s Consolidated
Statement of Financial Position by means of xbrlrdf:roleRef.

As mentioned, rules can be executed iteratively, making use of previously
inferred values. In order to make sure that a particular calculation rule with
atomic concepts (i.e. those concepts which lack regulatory calculation rules
attached) can also be applied, we add the default calculation shown in (6) to
atomic monetary concepts. This rule then assigns the reported value of the
respective instance to xbrlrdf:calculatedValue.

(6) CONSTRUCT { ?this xbrlrdf:calculatedValue ?value . }

WHERE { ?this xbrlrdf:value ?value } .

Furthermore, we assume that each value is either the result of some calcula-
tion and/or is given in the initial report, and that the XBRL instance document
is consistent if no concept generates two distinct calculated values.

3.3 SPIN Constraint Representation for XBRL Consistency
Checking

On the basis of the SPIN rules presented above, each monetary concept which
participates in some calculation and has reported values in the respective con-
text is assigned a calculated value. The next step in modelling the accounting
regulation is to specify that calculated values need to match reported values.
As SPIN rules and constraints are applied to all instances of the class to which
they have been attached, as well as to the instances of its subclasses, this can
be achieved by attaching a single SPIN constraint to the top monetary concept:

(7) ASK WHERE { ?this xbrlrdf:value ?value ;

xbrlrdf:calculatedValue ?cvalue .

FILTER (?value != ?cvalue) }

16 http://www.spinrdf.org.

http://www.spinrdf.org
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Additionally, SPIN constraints can be used to formalise more general con-
straints imposed by the XBRL specification. Below, we illustrate this using a
constraint (restriction) which states that if two concepts have the same balance
type (i.e. credit or debit), they can only be added to one another, not subtracted.
In other words, the value of the XBRL weight attribute, which is preserved in
our structural representation of XBRL, has to be positive:

(8) ASK WHERE { ?this xlink:from ?from ; xlink:to ?to ;

xbrlrdf:weight ?weight .

?from a ?balance . ?to a ?balance .

?balance rdfs:subClassOf xbrlrdf:BalanceType .

FILTER (?weight < 0) }

4 Experiments

The SPIN rules and constraints given in Sect. 3 above can be used to infer values
for instances of the respective reporting concepts, as well as check their consis-
tency. We next illustrate how these representations integrate with TopBraid
Composer, taking as example the SAP 2009 annual report reported against its
custom extension of the IFRS 2009 taxonomy.

4.1 Inferring Values for Financial Instrument Figures

To investigate whether the rules outlined in Sect. 3 performed as anticipated
we first modified the report ensuring that it only contained instance values for
atomic monetary concepts. Composite monetary concepts were assigned values
through iterative application of the SPIN calculation rules. This then allowed
evaluation as to whether: the available information triggered the application of all
rules necessary to calculate the missing information; and whether the calculated
figures corresponded to those reported in the original filing. Table 1 summarises
results, with the original report figures recorded in parentheses.

Tuples 3 and 4 of the table detail that the modified report contains 351
reported values for 129 monetary concepts, compared to 482 and 171, respec-
tively, from the original report. After applying the calculation rules, values are
inferred for 97.66 % of these 171 concepts, indicating that the modified report
contains 458 values, as opposed to 482 original report values. 25.11 % of the 458
inferred values are due to regulatory rules, outlining that the remaining 343 val-
ues have been inferred for atomic concepts by means of the default rule. Over
all 8.54 % of all the regulatory rules available in the IFRS 2009 taxonomy and
the SAP 2009 extension have been applied.

The figures illustrate that for 4 of the monetary concepts no value could be
inferred. Analysis revealed that this is due to values for ifrs:BasicEarnings-
LossPerShare and ifrs:DilutedEarningsLossPerShare, being missing from
the XBRL report instance, despite being part of a composite concept. As a
result, the corresponding rules could not be applied (see Sect. 4.3 for a discussion
regarding the optionality of calculation arcs).
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Table 1. Reported and inferred values in the modified annual report 2009 of SAP

Absolute Relative

Concepts in IFRS 2009 taxonomy and SAP extension 3,021 100.00 %

Regulatory calculation rules 492 100.00 %

Reported monetary values 351 (482) 72.82 %

Monetary concepts with reported values 129 (171) 75.44 %

Inferred monetary values 458 95.02 %

Monetary concepts with inferred values 167 97.66 %

Monetary values inferred by default rule 343 74.89 %

Monetary values inferred by regulatory rules 115 25.11 %

Regulatory rules applied 42 8.54 %

Total number of monetary values 458 (482) 95.02 %

Total number of correct monetary values 458 100.00 %

4.2 Consistency Checking of Reported Financial Instrument Values

Table 1 results detail that all inferred values were correct, which in turn reflects
XBRL’s contribution to overall financial reporting consistency. The results also
indicate that the functionality of the SPIN constraint were not evaluated by
this method. To address this situation the reported value of the atomic con-
cept ifrs:CashAndCashEquivalents in the original report was changed, and
the change tracked to see whether the change would be propagated along the
calculation “hierarchy”, and yield inconsistent composite concepts. Result dis-
playing an instance of ifrs:CurrentAssets after rule application and constraint
checking in TopBraid Composer are reported in Fig. 4.

The figure demonstrates that TopBraid Composer correctly flags the instance
where the calculated value differs from the reported one and where inconsistency
have arisen at concept that has ifrs:CurrentAssets as calculation component
(i.e. ifrs:Assets).

4.3 Default Values

The previous sections detail how the SPARQL CONSTRUCT rules and ASK
queries capture the semantics of the XBRL data in an intuitive and transparent
way. However the XBRL does allow calculation arcs to have an assumed value of
zero. This usage of default values, cannot be naturally handled with monotonic
logics such as OWL and would normally require the use of a formalism such as
Reiter’s default logic [14]. There is an extension of the Rule Interchange Format
(RIF) called RIF-SILK17 that allows such rules to be modelled, however the rea-
soning is much more complex and not supported by any SPARQL repositories.

17 See http://silk.semwebcentral.org/RIF-SILK.html.

http://silk.semwebcentral.org/RIF-SILK.html
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Fig. 4. View of an instance in TopBraid Composer after introducing an incorrect value

Instead, we simply require that missing values are explicitly marked as 0, gen-
erally applied as a pre-processing step.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

The paper outlines the capability of RDF-compatible SPARQL Inferencing
Notation – SPIN, to transform the regulatory rules expressed by the XBRL cal-
culation linkbase to their RDF equivalent. The resulting representation was eval-
uated against XBRL financial data, with respect to inferring values for instances
of monetary concepts and also checking their consistency. Additionally the use
of the representation to formalise additional constraints to address data quality
issues was discussed.

The approach taken can be extended to cater for the more complex mathe-
matical operations of the XBRL formula specification18. For example the formula
specification defines that value calculations apply to instances that refer to iden-
tical contexts, and more generally to concept instances which are p(arent)-equal,
c(ontext)-equal and u(nit)-equal. p-equality and u-equality have been previously
shown through rule attachment to the composite class and including the refer-
ence to the unit in the rule. Alternatively c-equality could be inferred before-
hand, by specifying that two contexts which share the same entity and period
are linked by owl:sameAs. When applying the rules iteratively to a repository
that is OWL-aware, the rules shown above can be applied as is.
18 http://www.xbrl.org/Specification/formula/REC-2009-06-22/formula-REC-2009-

06-22.html.

http://www.xbrl.org/Specification/formula/REC-2009-06-22/formula-REC-2009-06-22.html
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Although SPIN’s viability has been demonstrated comparison with others
rule languages such as the Semantic Web Rule Language19 [16] would contribute
towards selection and best practises recommendation for Semantic Web rule
format representation.

Arguments for financial information integration include the ability to con-
duct financial metrics comparison [2] and querying of heterogeneous data sets
to gain wider holistic insight [4]. For Linked Data driven information systems,
data abstraction presents challenges for financial integration [12] and financial
values comparison. Semantic Web offers a level of interoperability between data
sources that would assist comparability based on the transformation of financial
data, such as XBRL to RDF (e.g. [9,11,15]. Financial standards interoperabil-
ity also faces additional challenges from different jurisdictional and regulatory
rules. The business reporting community is actively considering the ontology
as an architecture to accommodate multiple XBRL jurisdiction variations [16].
Within this context the ability of Semantic Web vocabularies to semantically
model mathematical relations contained in the XBRL calculation and formula
will become increasingly important.
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